The concept of potential energy landscapes is applied in many areas of science. We experimentally realize a random potential energy landscape (rPEL) to which colloids are exposed. This is achieved exploiting the interaction of matter with light. The optical set-up is based on a special diffuser, which creates a top-hat beam containing a speckle pattern. This is imposed on colloids. The effect of the speckle pattern on the colloids can be described by a rPEL. The speckle pattern as well as the rPEL are quantitatively characterized. The distributions of both, intensity and potential energy values, can be approximated by Gamma distributions. They can be tuned from exponential to approximately Gaussian with variable standard deviation, which determines the contrast of the speckles and the roughness of the rPEL. Moreover, the characteristic length scales, e.g. the speckle size, can be controlled. By rotating the diffuser, furthermore, a flat potential can be created and hence only radiation pressure exerted on the particles.
I. INTRODUCTION
A potential energy surface is a multi-dimensional surface that represents the potential energy of a system as a function of the coordinates and/or other parameters of its constituents, usually atoms, molecules or particles [1] . Since its topographical features resemble a landscape with mountain ranges, valleys and passes, frequently it is referred to as a potential energy landscape (PEL), despite typically being multi-dimensional. The PEL defines all the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of a system. The evolution of a system can pictorially be described by the motion of a point on the PEL.
The concept of a PEL is successfully used in many fields of science to determine the properties and behavior of systems ranging from small to polymeric (bio)molecules and from atomic clusters to biological cells [1] . They are used to describe, e.g., the particle dynamics in dense and crowded systems [2] [3] [4] [5] , on surfaces [6] [7] [8] , between magnetic domains [9] , and in inhomogeneous materials [10] [11] [12] [13] as well as the effects of external potentials on the dynamics of ultracold atoms [14, 15] , quantum gases [16] , Bose-Einstein condensates [17] [18] [19] [20] , and their applications to atom cooling and trapping [21] , and also include the investigation of the minimum energy conformations of molecules [1] , and the folding and association of proteins and DNA [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Here we experimentally create a PEL to which colloidal particles are exposed and which changes, e.g., their arrangement and dynamics [1, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . As a model system, it can help to improve our understanding of the underlying principles governing the behavior in PELs and being common to different systems.
A PEL can experimentally be realized by exploiting the interaction of light with matter [34, 35] . We focus on large colloidal particles with a refractive index larger than the one of the dispersing liquid. Their interaction with light is usually described by two forces [34, 35] : a scattering force or 'radiation pressure', which pushes the particles along the beam, and a gradient force, which pulls particles towards regions of high intensity. A classical application of this effect is optical tweezers which are used to trap and manipulate individual colloidal particles or groups of particles [34] [35] [36] [37] . Rather than tightly focused beams, extended light fields can be used to create a PEL [38] . Light fields of almost any shape have been generated using spatial light modulators [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] or acoustooptic deflectors [44] [45] [46] , while crossed laser beams [47] [48] [49] and other arrangements [50] [51] [52] have been used to create specific light fields.
Randomly-modulated intensity patterns, so-called laser speckles [53, 54] , can be used to create a random potential energy landscape (rPEL). The landscape can be rationalized as a superposition of many independent randomly-distributed optical traps. They have been realized using various approaches: holographic methods to produce one [39] [40] [41] [42] and two-dimensional [43, 55] patterns, optical fibers for two-dimensional patterns [56] as well as diffusers for one [18] [19] [20] 57] , two [17, 21, 58] and three-dimensional [14, [59] [60] [61] patterns.
We use a special diffuser [62] [63] [64] [65] to create a random light field, that is a fully developed speckle pattern. Due to the light-matter interactions, a colloidal particle exposed to the speckle pattern will experience a rPEL whose local value depends on the light intensity 'detected' by the particle. Since the particles are not pointlike, the local potential value depends on the intensity distribution over the whole particle volume [48, [66] [67] [68] . We describe the interaction of a colloidal particle with the speckle pattern analogous to a detector that records the speckle intensity over a finite area. This allows us to quantitatively characterize the statistics of the rPEL. As will be shown, the distribution of energy values can be described by a Gamma distribution, and thus ranges from an exponential to an approximately Gaussian dis- tribution, and the correlation length is set by the particle and speckle sizes. The shape and width of the distribution and the correlation length hence can be tuned in a broad range. The obtained rPEL can be applied to study the spatial arrangement and dynamics of colloidal particles in an external potential [27, 28, 30-33, 38, 40-43] . The chosen diffuser allows the creation of a large light field and thus the simultaneous investigation of many particles, which typically results in excellent statistics. Furthermore, its small and compact design simplifies its alignment, movement and rotation.
II. CREATION OF SPECKLE PATTERNS
The set-up ( Fig. 1 ) allows one to create a top-hat beam with a speckle pattern. Thus, there are intensity fluctuations on a small length scale, i.e. about the size of the colloidal particles. At the same time, the top-hat beam implies a constant intensity on a larger length scale, at least the field of view. This light field is used to impose a rPEL, without any underlying long-range variations, on colloidal particles. The particles are constrained to a quasi two-dimensional plane and can simultaneously be observed with an optical microscope. 
A. Diffuser
The central optical element of the set-up is a special diffuser (RPC Photonics, Engineered Diffuser™ EDC-1-A-1r, diameter 25.4 mm) [62, 64, 65] . It is a laserwritten, randomly-arranged array of microlenses that vary in radius of curvature and size and cover on average an area A l ≈ 2000 µm 2 . When illuminated with an expanded Gaussian laser beam, individual wavefronts originate from each microlens whose characteristics are designed such that a macroscopically uniform intensity pattern with a small divergence is produced, reflecting a top-hat intensity distribution (Fig. 2) [65, 69] . Nonetheless, the random distribution as well as the individual variations of the microlenses and the interference of the corresponding wavefronts lead to microscopic intensity variations, i.e. laser speckles (Figs. 2A, 3A) . The speckle pattern consists of three-dimensional cylindrical highintensity regions [70] . Their orientation and position with respect to the beam axis determine the properties of the speckles in the two-dimensional sample plane [71, 72] . Thus the correct imaging of the modified beam into the sample plane of the microscope is important. Moreover, the speckle size is controlled by the diameter of the illuminating laser beam, determining the number of illuminated microlenses. Their number is chosen large enough to ensure a statistically fully developed speckle pattern [53, 54] . By changing the position of the beam on the diffuser, statistically equivalent but independent realizations of the speckle pattern can be created.
B. Optical Set-up
The speckle pattern strongly depends on the properties of the beam incident on the diffuser. Fully developed speckles require the interference of many polarized monochromatic wavefronts with random phases and amplitudes and thus a large incident beam that illuminates many microlenses. Furthermore, the optics used to image the modified beam into the sample plane, especially their apertures, have to be designed carefully and, for imaging the speckle pattern, also the detector and its pixel size have to be considered.
A solid-state laser (Laser Quantum, Opus 532, wavelength λ = 532 nm, maximum intensity P L,max = 2.6 W) provides a monochromatic linearly-polarized Gaussian beam which is slightly elliptical with an axial ratio of 1.12. The laser beam is steered by two mirrors (M1, M2, Fig. 1 ) to a beam expander (BE, Sill Optics, S6EXZ5076/121) with variable magnification (1 − 8×) and divergence correction. Using the beam expander, the area A b of the Gaussian beam hitting the diffuser can be controlled. The diffuser is mounted in a motorized rotation stage (Newport, PR50CC).
The beam leaving the diffuser is divergent (about 1 • ) and hence collimated by two lenses (L1, L2), where the first lens (L1, Edmund Optics, 1"DCX75, focal length f L1 = 7.5 cm) is placed a distance f L1 behind the diffuser followed by the second lens (L2, Thorlabs, 2"PCX75, f L2 = 7.5 cm) in a distance d 12 = 16 cm. This leads to a collimated beam with area A c (about 1 cm 2 for a 5× magnification of the beam expander, i.e. BE 5×, Tab. I) on the aperture stop, after the beam has been introduced into the light path of the inverted microscope by a dichroic mirror (D1, Edmund Optics, NT69-901). The condenser (Nikon, TI-C-LWD) then focuses the beam in the sample plane (Figs. 2A, 3A) . The lenses (L1, L2) together with the condenser form a telecentric illumination system which collimates the beam and focuses it in the sample plane.
The laser beam is removed from the light path of the microscope by a dichroic mirror (D2, Edmund Optics, NT69-901) which deflects the beam into a beam dump (BD). Furthermore, a notch filter (NF, Edmund Optics NT67-119, optical density OD4 at λ = 532 nm) is introduced in front of the camera.
The colloidal particles are observed using an inverted microscope (Nikon, Eclipse Ti-U) with usually a 20× objective (Nikon, CFI S Plan Fluor ELWD, N.A. 0.45) and an optional additional magnification of 1.5× resulting in a field of view of 431 × 345 µm 2 and 288 × 230 µm 2 , respectively. The images are recorded using an 8-bit CMOS camera (PixeLINK, PL-B741F with 1280 × 1024 pixels, if not stated otherwise).
To image the speckle pattern at low laser intensities P L ≈ 1 mW, the dichroic mirror (D2) and notch filter (NF) are removed. When examining the speckle pattern, a very dilute sample (less than five particles in the field of view) is used. The sedimented particles help to focus on the sample plane and hence record the relevant plane of the speckle pattern. The presence of a sample also leaves the light path unchanged. This ensures that the recorded speckle pattern represents the intensity distribution to which the particles are exposed.
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF SPECKLE PATTERNS
If wavefronts of the same wavelength but with random phases and amplitudes, as those created by the microlenses, interfere, speckle patterns occur. Speckles are characterized by intensity fluctuations on a small length scale but a uniform intensity on a larger length scale. The statistics of the intensity fluctuations, such as the intensity distribution and spatial correlation, have been investigated in the context of coherent light reflected from rough surfaces or transmitted through diffusers [53, 54, 73] . The same statistics are expected for the speckle pattern created by the present diffuser [62, 64, 65] . Thus below we follow [53, 54, 73] .
A. Ideal Speckles
The interference of many monochromatic and linearly polarized wavefronts with random phasors results in a fully developed speckle pattern. In this case, the intensity distribution of the speckle pattern follows an exponential distribution
with the mean intensity I and standard deviation σ = ( I 2 − I 2 ) 1/2 = I . The normalized standard deviation represents the contrast of the speckle pattern,
The contrast c quantifies the magnitude of the intensity fluctuations. For an exponential distribution, i.e. a fully developed speckle pattern, it reaches its maximum value c = 1. The spatial structure of the speckle pattern is characterized by the normalized spatial autocorrelation function of the intensity [53, 54, 70, 73] C I (∆r) = I(r)I(r + ∆r)
where I(r) is the intensity at position r and can represent both, an ensemble or a spatial average. A spatially infinite pattern without long-range correlations is self-averaging [74] and hence the spatial and ensemble averages coincide. To a good approximation this also holds for (finite) experimental speckle patterns, similar to the ones considered here [20] . The extent of C I (∆r) provides a measure for the correlation area of the speckle pattern, that is the characteristic speckle area
B. Integrated Speckles
In an experimental situation, the optical elements and especially their apertures as well as the finite detector size have to be considered [53, 54, 73, 75] . The finite detector size can be taken into account through the weight function D(r), which represents the spatial sensitivity of the detector. Accordingly, the effective detector area A D can be calculated as
In the following also the (deterministic) autocorrelation function of the weight function D(r) is required, which is given by
Based on C D (∆r), the effective measurement area is defined as
A detector centered at position r registers an intensity I D (r) that is the integrated intensity taking the weight function D(r) into account, i.e. [53, 75] 
The intensity distribution for a finite detector is described to a good approximation by a Gamma distribution (9) where Γ is the Gamma function and the mean of the detected intensity is identical with the mean of the ideal speckle pattern, i.e. I D = I , and the normalized standard deviation or contrast is c D = 1/M 1/2 , if noise and correlations between neighboring pixels are absent. The parameter M is given by
which depends on the spatial characteristics of the speckle pattern and detector, i.e. the correlation functions of the intensity C I (∆r) (Eq. 3) and weight function C D (∆r) (Eq. 6), respectively. If the effective measurement area A m is large compared to the speckle area A S , i.e. A m A S , many speckles contribute to the detected intensity I D (r). Then M represents the (large) number of detected speckles, M ≈ A m /A S 1 [53, 54, 75] , and p(I D ) approaches a Gaussian distribution with mean I and normalized standard deviation c. In the opposite limit of a very small effective measurement area, A m A S , only one speckle is detected. Thus M → 1 and p(I D ) approaches the exponential distribution (Eq. 1). In this case, neighboring detectors might no longer be independent. If, however, the effective measurement area and speckle area are similar (A m ≈ A S ), M can only be (numerically) calculated if C I (∆r) and D(r) are known. Due to the complex effects of the optical components on the speckle pattern, this often is not the case and approximations must be used.
In the following we apply these relationships for different detectors and thus D(r) (the different cases are indicated by superscripts); circular (D u (r)) and square (D p (r)) detector pixels, which are also subjected to smoothing (D ¤ (r)) and binning (D (r)), as well as spherical (D (r)) and cubic (D (r)) particles acting as 'detectors'.
Detector Pixel
In our experiments, the speckle patterns are detected by uniform square pixels. Their weight function is
inside the pixel 0 outside the pixel (11) and However, to calculate the parameter M p (Eq. 10), also C p I (∆r) (Eq. 3) is required. If the top-hat beam is approximated by a Gaussian beam, the corresponding result for a Gaussian beam detected by uniform square pixels [54, 75] ,
can be used. Then, M p is given by
For a Gaussian beam detected by uniform circular pixels
where I 0 and I 1 are modified Bessel functions of the first kind and orders zero and one, respectively. Further geometries have been considered [20, 53, 70, 75] , but are less appropriate for the present situation.
To check the suitability of the above equations for our experimental situation, in particular the approximation of the top-hat beam by a Gaussian beam, these relations will be compared to our experimental results in Sec. IV A.
Colloidal Particle
Colloidal particles are susceptible to electromagnetic radiation if their refractive index is different from the one of the suspending liquid [34, 35] . Since the particles are not point-like, their response depends on the intensity integrated over their volume [48, [66] [67] [68] . This is analogous to the extended detector described above, except that the particle's susceptibility (or polarizability) rather than the detector efficiency is relevant. It is proportional to the particle volume traversed by the beam. Since the speckles are oriented in beam direction and their extension in beam direction is much larger than in the sample plane [54, 70] , the projection of the particle volume in beam direction is considered. The (projected) particle volume is taken into account through the weight function D (r). For a homogeneous spherical particle the normalized weight function is
and shown in Fig. 3B . To obtain its absolute value, material specific parameters describing the light-particle interaction have to be considered [34, 35, 68] and summarized in a (r-independent) prefactor. Independent of this constant prefactor, the effective measurement area (Eq. 7), or rather effective particle area, becomes
The (deterministic) autocorrelation function of the weight function D (r), that is C D (∆r) (Eq. 6), can only be determined numerically [68] . Finally, taking into account the particle volume through D (r), the integrated intensity I D (r) can be calculated (Eq. 8) [66] [67] [68] .
Exploiting the analogy between a colloidal particle and a detector, we expect that the intensity distribution as experienced by the particle, i.e. the rPEL, can be approximated by a Gamma distribution, similar to Eqs. 9 and 10, but its parameter M has to be determined. This analogy is explored and experimentally tested in Sec. IV B.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Speckle Pattern
Different speckle patterns are created by changing the size of the beam that illuminates the diffuser using the variable beam expander. Magnifications between 3× and 7× are possible yielding beam areas on the diffuser 0.3 cm 2 A b 1.7 cm 2 (Tab. I). Stationary speckle patterns as well as time-varying speckle patterns, created by rotating the diffuser, are investigated and the data compared to the relations presented above (Sec. III B 1) to test their applicability to the present experimental situation.
Stationary Speckle Pattern
The observed intensities I p The smallest intensity occurs with a slightly larger probability. This is attributed to the finite exposure time and sensitivity of the camera, which limit the minimum detectable intensity. If, within the exposure time, too few photons are registered, the pixel will record zero intensity which thus occurs with a slightly too large probability. Also the highest intensities are recorded slightly too frequently due to noise together with the limited dynamic range of the 8-bit camera given the large range of intensity values. Still, the chosen exposure time and laser power provide the optimum compromise.
The normalized standard deviation of p(I p D ) or contrast c (Eq. 2) is found to be close to one (Tab. I), which is consistent with fully developed speckles. However, the contrast is slightly larger than one. This might be due to the flat-top instead of a Gaussian beam [76] and additional noise, for example contributed by the camera [77] . (Fig. 6) to account for the slightly elliptical beam (Sec. II B). The prediction for a Gaussian beam detected by a square pixel C p I (∆r) (Eq. 12) is fitted to the experimental data sets. Despite the approximation of the top-hat beam by a Gaussian beam, it describes the data very well. The small deviations at large ∆r indicate some non-Rayleigh statistics. This is also suggested by the slightly too large contrast c (Tab. I) and small deviations of the intensity probability distribution p(I p D ) from the ideal exponential case, and has been observed already previously [78] . Furthermore, there are small fluctuations at large ∆r which are attributed to the circular apertures. The lengths at which C p I (∆r) decays to 1/e, ∆r x and ∆r y (Fig. 6) , provide a measure of the speckle sizes in x and y directions, respectively, and the speckle area A p S = π(∆r (Fig. 4, right) , which is inversely proportional to the width of the spatial correlation function [79, 80] .
With decreasing speckle area A p S , indeed the peak at low frequencies becomes smaller and broader (Fig. 4, top to bottom), consistent with the findings based on C p I (∆r).
Time-varying Speckle Pattern
Our set-up offers the possibility to rotate the diffuser around the optical axis. While a rotation does not change the intensity statistics, the actual speckle pattern is changed and represents another realization, provided the rotation angle ∆φ was large enough. The correlation between two speckle patterns, I p D (φ, r) and I p D (φ+∆φ, r) is quantified by the angular correlation function, namely
where I p D is independent of the angle φ and represents an average over all pixels, i.e. all r, and realizations. As expected, C p I (∆φ) decreases with increasing ∆φ (Fig. 7) . Only very small correlations, say 10 %, are observed beyond ∆φ c ≈ 2
• . Thus, rotations with ∆φ ∆φ c are expected to result in essentially uncorrelated realizations of the speckle pattern.
The definition of C p I (∆φ) is analogous to the spatial intensity correlation function C I (∆r) (Eq. 3), which can be used to calculate C p I (∆φ). A rotation of the diffuser by ∆φ implies a displacement of the speckle pattern by ∆φ × r, which depends on the distance r = |r| from the optical axis around which the speckle pattern is rotated.
which relates C p I (∆φ) to C p I (∆r). Averaging over a circular field of view with radius R v and square pixels, and using the correlation function for a Gaussian beam detected by square pixels, C p I (∆r) (Eq. 12), yields
For a square field of view with size L 2 v and square pixels, the corresponding relation involves the error function. However, it can be approximated by a circular field of view, i.e. Eq. (18), with an effective radius R v ≈ 0.57 L v , which corresponds to a slightly larger effective area. This prediction is confirmed by the experimental data (Fig. 7) .
To fully characterize time-varying speckle patterns, the angular velocity has to be considered. This is similar to the situation in speckle contrast analysis, imaging applications and light scattering [81] [82] [83] [84] . If the diffuser is rotated, and hence the speckle pattern changed, faster than the particles can follow, i.e. than their relaxation time, the colloidal particles effectively experience a temporally averaged and hence microscopically flat intensity pattern instead of a speckle pattern (Fig. 2) . Then, only timeaveraged intensities are of interest. Both, averages over many images with short exposure times as well as individual images with long exposure times, are considered. With appropriate camera parameters, both procedures yield equivalent time-averaged intensities [83] . The average over many realizations indeed shows significantly reduced fluctuations compared to the static speckle pattern ( Fig. 2A,B) . Nevertheless, a small modulation remains, even in the azimuthal average (Fig. 2C) .
B. Random Potential Energy Landscape
Having investigated the speckle patterns, we now consider their effect on spherical colloidal particles that are characterized by the weight function D (r) (Eq. 15, Sec. III B 2). The effect of a speckle pattern can be described by an external potential U (r), the rPEL (as the one shown in Fig. 3C ). We will now determine the properties of U (r).
Time-averaged local particle density
The speckle pattern affects the distribution of particles. It is quantified by the time-averaged local particle density ρ(r) which is determined from the particle locations [85] . The density ρ(r) for a (quasi) twodimensional layer of particles with a mean surface fraction ρ = 0.25, i.e. about 1200 particles in a field of view of 171 × 171 µm 2 , is shown in figure 8 . A qualitative inspection reveals that ρ(r) resembles some of the characteristics of the rPEL U (r) (Fig. 3C) . It exhibits random fluctuations with a comparable characteristic length scale, but also longer-ranged correlations. Furthermore, the maxima of ρ(r) are more pronounced while the saddle points and minima are blurred. Within reasonable measurement times, the low ρ and the strongly disordered potential hence do not provide sufficient statistics to obtain space-resolved information on ρ(r) and thus the potential U (r). This suggests to investigate samples with larger ρ . However, a straight-forward determination of U (r) from ρ(r) through the Boltzmann distribution requires that particle-particle interactions can be neglected and thus that the sample is dilute. In more concentrated systems, the determination of U (r) requires to apply more involved methods, e.g., liquid-state theory [29] or Inverse Monte Carlo Simulations [86] . This is beyond the scope of the present work.
Convolution with the Weight Function of a Spherical Particle
To avoid this complication, we investigate the convolution of the speckle pattern with the weight function of a spherical particle, D (r), and, instead of the full U (r), determine the statistics of U (r), namely the distribution of its values, the magnitude of its fluctuations and its correlation area. In the case of a particle exposed to a light field, D (r) describes the susceptibility of the particle to 8 . Time-averaged local particle density ρ(r) of a (quasi) two-dimensional layer of spherical polystyrene particles with sulfonated chain ends with radius R = 1.4 µm, polydispersity 3.2 % and mean surface density ρ = 0.25 in a speckle pattern (BE 5×, Tab. I) created using a moderate laser power (P L = 1640 mW). About 37 000 images at 3.75 fps (AVT, Pike F032B) were recorded and averaged. Densities are represented as grey levels (logarithmic scale in arbitrary units).
light (Eq. 15), but is formally identical to a detector efficiency. The convolution of D (r) with the intensity pattern I(r) yields the total intensity I D (r) that is 'detected' by a particle at position r (Eq. 8). Due to the lightmatter interaction [34, 35, 68, [87] [88] [89] , I D (r) represents an external potential U (r) = I D (r) imposed on the particle, that is the rPEL. Since D (r) takes into account the volume of the particle, the extended colloidal particle at position r in the speckle pattern I(r) can be regarded as a point-like particle in the potential U (r) = I D (r). This procedure and a typical U (r) are illustrated in Fig. 3 . It has already successfully been applied to micron-sized colloidal particles in a one-dimensional rPEL; experiments and simulations yielded consistent results [40] .
Potentials U (r) obtained by convolving experimental speckle patterns I p D (r) with the weight function D (r) (Eqs. 8, 15) [40, 67, 68, 90] are quantitatively investigated in the following. This allows us to test whether p(I D ) = p(U ) can be described by a Gamma distribution (Eq. 9) and to find an approximation for the parameter M .
On a qualitative level, U (r) appears washed out compared to the speckle pattern (Fig. 3) due to the convolution with D (r). The magnitude of the fluctuations is reduced and their characteristic length scale is increased, in particular if the particle is large. This is consistent with experimental observations (Fig. 8) .
The distribution of potential values p(U ) depends on the speckle area A p S (Eq. 4) and the effective particle area A m = (8π/9)R 2 (Eq. 16). If A p S is kept constant, the effect of the particle area A m on p(U ) can be studied (Fig. 9A) . We consider particles with radii in the range 0.3 µm ≤ R ≤ 5.0 µm, which are large enough to be observed with the microscope. A small R or A m leads to an almost exponential distribution and develops into an approximately Gaussian distribution as A m increases. Correspondingly, for constant A m but decreasing A p S , a similar transition from an exponential to an approximately Gaussian distribution is observed (Fig. 9B) . More general, similar distributions are obtained for comparable (Fig. 9C ) and thus p(U ) appears to only depend on this ratio with its shape changing from an almost exponential distribution to an approximately Gaussian dis-
For all A m and A p S , a Gamma distribution (Eq. 9) is fitted to the data. The Gamma distribution describes the distribution of potential values p(U ) well and only depends on A m /A p S . Only small deviations are observed, similar to those reported before [91] . They are attributed to the approximations leading to the Gamma distribution [54] , e.g. a Gaussian instead of a top-hat beam and the presence of finite optical components and detector pixels, and a possible effect of the (very few) particles on the speckle pattern (Sec. IV A).
The fit of the Gamma distribution to the data yields the parameter M (Eq. 9, Fig. 9 ), which is related to the contrast c and standard deviation σ. In the case of the potential, σ represents the magnitude of the fluctuations or 'roughness' of the random potential U (r). Thus we consider M −1 ∼ σ 2 . Independent of the specific particle and speckle sizes, M (Fig. 10) . Thus, the magnitude of the fluctuations only depends on the number of speckles that interact with a particle.
The correlation area A U S of the potential U (r) is obtained from the length at which the correlation function C U (∆r) decays to 1/e (Fig. 11 (Fig. 10, magenta ×) .This indicates that the precise shape of the particle is not crucial, as long as it has the same effective particle area A m .
Furthermore, the effect of smoothing is investigated. (Fig. 10, blue asterisk) . These findings suggest that the dependence of M −1 on A m /A S does not strongly depend on the experimental conditions as long as they are properly taken into account through A m and A S . Thus, our experimental situation, namely a top-hat beam and a particle as 'detector', appears well approximated by a Gaussian beam and a square or circular detector. Indeed, M as given by Eqs. 13 or 14, which both only depend on the ratio A m /A S , reproduces our findings very well (Fig. 10, lines) . This confirms previous experimental results for similar, but not identical, speckle patterns and optical geometries [70, 75] . We hence established an appropriate description of the statistics of the rPEL, U (r), imposed on the colloidal particles. In particular, the distribution of potential values can be characterized by a Gamma distribution (Eq. 9) and the parameter M −1 , quantifying the magnitude of its fluctuations, by Eq. 13 or 14.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We experimentally realize random potential energy landscapes exploiting the interaction of matter with light. Colloidal particles are investigated which act as 'detectors' in a random intensity pattern, that is laser speckles. The speckle pattern is produced using an optical set-up which is based on a special diffuser. The diffuser creates a top-hat beam containing a speckle pattern. This , which quantifies the fluctuations of the potential U (r), as a function of the ratio of the effective particle area Am and the speckle area A S , for different conditions (as indicated in Fig. 9 ) as well as (magenta ×) cubic (instead of spherical) particles with different sizes, i.e. effective particle areas A m , in the experimental condition BE 5×, (red +, green +) spherical particles in an intensity pattern which has been smoothed over 5 × 5 and 10 × 10 pixels, respectively, and (blue asterisk) a point-like particle, i.e. no convolution, in an intensity pattern which has been binned over different numbers of pixels (1×1 to 50×50). The dashed grey and solid black lines represent predictions for a Gaussian beam and a square (Eq. 13) and circular (Eq. 14) detector, respectively. speckle pattern is quantitatively characterized. In the standard experimental conditions, the intensity distribution is found to follow an exponential distribution with the normalized standard deviation or contrast being close to one, which indicates that fully developed speckles are formed. Their size can be controlled through the size of the illuminating laser beam. The interaction of the particle with the speckle pattern is described analogous to a detector recording the intensity. However, the intensity that is 'detected' by the particle represents an external potential that is imposed on the particle, the rPEL. It is found that the distribution of energy values of the rPEL can be described by a Gamma distribution and approximations for the standard deviation of the distribution are identified. Using these approximations, thus, the statistics of the rPEL can quantitatively be described. These relations together with the set-up, can be exploited to produce rPELs with the desired distribution of energy values and correlation lengths, where the shape of the distribution can be varied in a broad range, from exponential to Gaussian.
When colloidal particles are exposed to such an intensity pattern, that is an rPEL, their spatial arrangement and dynamics will be affected as demonstrated previously [38, 40, 42, 43] and in agreement with theoretical predictions [1, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . In these previous studies, the speckle patterns have been created using a spatial light modulator [39] . Compared to this method, the present set-up offers a much larger field of view and thus the possibility to simultaneously observe a much larger number of particles. The distribution of potential energy values and their spatial correlation furthermore are tunable. In addition, the diffuser can be rotated and hence the speckle pattern varied. If this is faster than the particle dynamics, the particles experience a time-averaged and hence flat effective potential. Radiation pressure still pushes them towards the wall and the increased hydrodynamic interactions slow them down. Therefore, the effect of hydrodynamic wall-particle interactions can be determined independently.
